Insert the following in paragraph 4 of document S.7/64:

12 p.c. for item ex 697

8 p.c. for iron or steel coils for re-rolling included under item ex 703 a

11 p.c. for universal plates of iron or steel included under item ex 703 a

18 p.c. for sheets and plates of iron or steel, flat, hot-rolled, not pickled (unworked sheets), of a thickness of not less than 2 millimeters and of a strength of less than 56 kg. per square millimeter, included under item ex 703 a

22 p.c. for other sheets and plates of iron steel, flat, hot-rolled, not pickled (unworked sheets), included under item ex 703 a

18 p.c. for item 704 a

22 p.c. for item 705 a